Before the Kingdom
Monday, February 14, 2011

Explain how you entered into the kingdom of God. (Converted - Born Again - Ascended are all
corners of the box)
Colossians 1:13
The Four Winds
Zech 2:
6 Ho, ho, come forth, and flee from the land of the north, saith the Lord: for I have spread you
abroad as the four winds of the heaven, saith the Lord.
7 Deliver thyself, O Zion, that dwellest with the daughter of Babylon.
The four winds of heaven = God's people coming out of Babylon. They may understand the
Godhead message and the abiding truth but they do not yet have kingdom understanding. This
is seen in Zechariah 6:1-8 and Matthew 24:31.
Note the color of the horses in Zechariah 6 coming out from between two mountains (Assyria
and Babylon). In Matthew 24 only the ones who suspect a problem with their church will be
willing to listen to the sound of the trumpet in order to be gathered together.
These winds strove or gushed forth [1519] upon the (our) sea. Before entering kingdom
understanding we have all had our pride, unchanging heart, spots, and been subject to playing
God. Our own doctrinal issues have brought this out in us. All of these beasts are pre-kingdom
understanding effects of the word of God. Mental and emotional impressions created by our
definitions of God's word. The first beast to be destroyed is the 4th because it is destroyed with
doctrinal truth. A new heaven must be given those who have ears to hear.
The 10 horns seen on the 4th beast = light projected concerning his god (of self)
Horn [7161] is rooted in [7160] found first in Exodus34:29 where Moses face "shone". Hence,
horns are rays of light. This beast plucks up 3 of them by the roots = Godhead, abiding truth,
and the definition of the sin nature. The beast in Revelation 17 retains his ten horns…never
willing to change. Daniel 7 gives us a possitive look at the last generation church as we see the
Father deliver them from the 4 beasts and give them the kingdom of His understanding.

How we know Daniel 7 and Revelation 4-6 are the same event:The Ancient of Days did sit
Daniel 7:9
Daniel 7 describes literal nations only because the nations described have attributes that
equate to common man. Verses :10 through :12 are proof enough that this chapter is to be
put inward.
1) Thousand thousands ministered unto him, and ten thousand times ten thousand stood before
him Daniel 7:10
2) The books were opened Daniel 7:9
3) After saints take the kingdom the truth of the fourth beast will be understood :19.

If they are the same event then we don't begin to understand ourselves until our entering the
kingdom. One difference between the four living creatures of Revelation and the beasts of
Daniel is that the living creatures are sanctified when they appear in the heavens.
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